
Boston Tea Party 
 

It should be obvious to anyone who is even mildly acquainted with the history of Jewish 

supremacists that these scoundrels have been behind every single civil war, revolution, 

coup, and uprising of every variety for the past 3,000-plus years. 

 

And the American Revolution is certainly no exception. 

 

This can be proven on a number of counts. 

 

For example, one of the biggest financiers of this revolution was Haym Solomon, a Jewish 

Polish immigrant. 

 

Also, the fingerprints of Freemasonry were all over the American Revolution, and we 

know who runs Freemasonry! 

 

The main goal of this revolution was to create a government that was seemingly separated 

from England, and thus free from many of the criticisms that had befallen that nation, due 

to its imperialistic endeavors. 

 

There was also a desire to create a nation that would have at least the outward appearance 

of standing for “freedom and justice,” to sucker the gullible masses to rally their support 

behind it and its enterprises. 

 

And indeed, looking back, this is exactly how history has played out. 

 

US imperialism picked up right where British imperialism left off, but not appearing 

openly as imperialism, and certainly not as Jewish supremacist imperialism. 

 

Anyway, as always, wealthy Jewish interests funded the Revolution on both sides. 

 

Jewish supremacists love to make money as Gentiles kill each other off, and then profiting 

further, politically, when the conflict ends. 

 

Jewish supremacists funded both the North and the South in the American civil war, for 

example. 

 

But to really understand how the Revolution came about, we need, believe it or not, to first 

talk about the British East India Company, which played the key behind-the-scenes role in 

this affair. 

 

======================================== 

 

The British East India Company 

 



There were actually several “East India Companies”--Portuguese,  British, and Dutch, for 

example--all founded about the same time (late 1500s to early 1600s), and all financed by 

Sephardic Jews out of Amsterdam, and all seemingly in competition with one another, at 

least on the surface. 

 

But the one we want to concern ourselves with here is the most powerful and long-lasting 

of them all, the British East India Company, which got its first charter in 1600, by Queen 

Elizabeth I. 

 

In 1707, this firm became a joint-stock company formed for pursuing trade with the East 

Indies, but which ended up trading mainly with the Indian subcontinent. 

 

It traded mainly in cotton, silk, indigo dye, salt, saltpeter, tea, and opium (in the case of 

China). 

 

Shares of the company were owned by wealthy merchants and aristocrats. 

 

The British government owned no shares in this company, and had only indirect control 

over it, if any at all. 

 

Sound familiar? 

 

Is this not how Jewish supremacist-run corporations operate today, especially in the wake 

of the creation of the World Trade Organization, in 1995? 

 

Anyway, this company eventually came to rule large areas of India, with its own private 

army, exercising military power and assuming administrative functions, until it was finally 

dissolved in 1874. 

 

Of course, all that really happened at that time is that the Rothschild-controlled British 

government simply picked up where the Rothschild-controlled East India Company left 

off--one Jewish supremacist puppet replaced another, so that nothing really changed for 

India. 

 

Anyway, the power of this company expanded all the way to America, where it created the 

first official colony in North America on company-owned land, deeded to the Virginia 

Company in 1606, as both companies had interlocking boards. 

 

This colony, of course, was Jamestown, named after King James, who took the throne 

after the death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603, and who took the royal share of the stock of 

these companies at that time. 

 

By the way, it was from Queen Elizabeth, of course--the “Virgin Queen”--that Virginia 

got its name. 

 

At the time, these two companies had laid claim to land all the way to the Mississippi 



River. 

 

This company financed many expeditions of the pirate Captain James Cook to Australia, 

Hawaii, and other Pacific islands, and this company also depended heavily on slavery 

 

And we know who ran both of those criminal enterprises! 

 

It also hired Captain Kidd to clean up its trade routes by killing colonial “smugglers” 

(trade competitors) and sinking their ships. 

 

When Kidd was caught doing his own competing with the company on the side, he was 

captured and executed in 1701. 

 

In addition to its own military, the company also had a deal with the British Parliament, 

many members of which were heavily invested in the company, whereby it received 

additional protection by British military forces, when needed. 

 

Because of this arrangement, many of the early political appointees of England to the early 

colonies were first and foremost employees of the East India Company. 

 

Interestingly, well over 100 years before Betsy Ross sewed the first American flag, the 

flag of the East India Company was made up of 13 horizontal red and white alternating 

bands, with a blue field in the upper left-hand corner, except that this field had the Union 

Jack in its center, rather than 50 stars. 

 

Here’s another interesting piece of trivia:  Elihu Yale (probably a crypto Jew), who made a 

fortune working for the East India Company, donated a large sum to the college he 

attended in Connecticut, after which time they renamed the school after him, Yale College, 

in 1718. 

 

Interestingly, one of Yale’s secret societies is called “Elihu.” 

 

Anyway, perhaps the biggest competitors for the East India Company were in the 

American colonies--the small businessmen and entrepreneurs, who ran their own small 

ships to bring tea and other goods directly into America, without routing them through 

Britain or through the East India Company. 

 

There were also small business tea retailers in North America, who were buying their 

wholesale tea directly from Dutch trading companies, instead of the East India Company. 

 

These two types of competition were posing a serious threat to the monstrous profiteering 

of the company. 

 

So, what were the Jewish supremacists who ran the East India Company to do about this 

situation? 

 



They could have simply made a political maneuver to drive out their competition, which 

they did. 

 

But they did something else--something far more sinister--they started a revolution. 

 

But let’s first look at the moves they made to drive out their competition, which set the 

stage for the revolution that would follow. 

 

====================================== 

 

The first pro-corporate tax laws 

 

The East India Company started a trend that continues on with modern multinational 

corporations--it lobbied for laws that would serve to drive its competitors out of business. 

 

By 1681, most of the members of the British government and royalty were stockholders in 

the East India Company, so it was no problem for this company, that same year, to get 

passed “An Act for the Restraining and Punishing of Privateers and Pirates.” 

 

This law required a license to import anything into the Americas (amongst other British 

controlled regions), and, as you might guess, such licenses were rarely granted, other than 

to the East India Company, of course, and other large, Jewish supremacist-run businesses. 

 

As the years went on and the company grew, more and more laws were passed to increase 

its power and profits, such as the Townshend Acts of 1767 and the Tea Act of 1773. 

 

The Tea Act was most important for the company, since the American colonies had 

become a major tea market, generating millions of pounds per month, which was largely 

being supplied at cheap prices by the company’s small, competitive American importers 

(“privateers” and “pirates”) and the local retailers. 

 

The tea tax imposed by the Tea Act applied only to thee small competitors, but not to the 

East India Company, which, remember, pretty much all members of Parliament were 

heavily invested in. 

 

Do you see what was going on here? 

 

This Act drove up the cost of domestic importers of tea in the American market, making 

East India Company tea cheaper for colonial consumers. 

 

This is the real reason why so many colonists were outraged over the tea tax, because they 

saw through the scam that laid behind it. 

 

The reason why this fact is never mentioned in the history books, is because drawing 

attention to it would blow the cover off how the system continues to operate today, where 

most legislation passed in our day is likewise designed to benefit big Jewish supremacist-



run businesses, at the expense of everyone and everything else. 

 

As small businesses, which formerly posed a competitive threat to the East India 

Company, began to go out of business, and as more and more Americans began to catch 

on to what was really behind the Tea Act, the American colonists began to grow 

increasingly angry. 

 

And this whole scam was pulled off, of course, without any of the American colonists 

being given the opportunity to have any say in it, hence the cry, “No taxation without 

representation!” 

 

So here was the real cause of the Revolution--the spark that stirred up the anger of the 

masses. 

 

Now all that was needed is the right incident to set the whole thing in motion. 

 

But before we get to that, it should be mentioned that, even after the Revolution, the East 

India Company still continued to operate in the former colonies, selling other products, 

such as textiles, coffee, earthenware, cocoa, and spices, but, as you might guess, similar 

shenanigans were pulled to minimize competition and maximize profits, which helped to 

lead to the War of 1812. 

 

But that’s another story. 

 

Let’s look at the final spark that set the American Revolution in motion, and see who was 

really behind it all. 

 

==================================== 

 

Setting the stage for the spark 

 

Before the spark could bet set off to ignite the revolution, the public first had to be prepped 

by maximizing their anger. 

 

Thus a newsletter called The Alarm was circulated throughout the colonies. 

 

One issue, signed by an enigmatic “Rusticus,” made these anger-arousing comments about 

East India Company shenanigans around the world: 

 

“Are we in like manner to be given up to the disposal of the East India Company, who 

have now the assurance, to step forth in aid of the Minister, to execute his plan of 

enslaving America?  Their conduct in Asia, for some years past, has given simple proof, 

how little they regard the laws of nations, the rights, liberties, or lives of men.  They have 

levied war, excited rebellions, dethroned lawful princes, and sacrificed millions for the 

sake of gain.  The revenues of mighty kingdoms have centered in their coffers.  And these 

not being sufficient to glut their avarice, they have, by the most unparalleled barbarities, 



extortions, and monopolies, stripped the miserable inhabitants of their property, and 

reduced whole provinces to indigence and ruin.  Fifteen hundred thousands, it is said, 

perished by famine in one year, not because the earth denied its fruits;  but [because] this 

company and their servants engulfed all the necessaries of life, and set them at so high a 

rate that the poor could not purchase them.” 

 

This was a brilliant piece of propaganda, because everything it said about the East India 

Company was absolutely true, and there was indeed a need for a revolution. 

 

Yet the masses were being set up for another Jewish supremacist take-down, just as would 

soon occur in France, as well as what would later occur in Russia and a great many other 

countries around the world. 

 

As always, Jewish supremacists oppressed the poor and working classes, drove them to 

desperation, and then played upon their anger to rise up in such a way that the strangle 

hold on them was exponentially increased. 

 

In the case of the American Revolution, the tightened strangle hold didn’t come right 

away--at least not for most Americans, but the stage was certainly set for the strangle hold 

to come. 

 

In the May 27, 1773 issue of The Alarm, “Rusticus” further wrote, antagonistically: 

 

“Resolve therefore, nobly resolve, and publish to the world your resolutions, that no man 

will receive the tea, no man will let his stores, or suffer the vessel that brings it to moor at 

his wharf, and that if any person assists at unloading, landing, or storing it, he shall ever 

after be deemed an enemy to his country, and never be employed by his fellow citizens.” 

 

And then, in the October 27, 1773 edition, another provocative piece appeared, which 

stated: 

 

“It hath now been proved to you, that the East India Company obtained the monopoly of 

that trade by bribery and corruption.  That the power thus obtained they have prostituted to 

extortion, and other the most cruel and horrible purposes the sun ever beheld.” 

 

The stage was now set for the spark. 

 

======================================= 

 

The spark ignites 

 

On November 28, 1773, the first ship of non-taxable East India Company tea arrived in 

Boston Harbor--it was called “Dartmouth,” and it carried 112 chests of tea. 

 

The next morning, the following notice was widely circulated: 

 



“Friends, Brethren, Countrymen!  That worst of plagues, the detested tea, has arrived in 

the harbor.  The hour of destruction, a manly opposition to the machinations of tyranny, 

stares you in the face.  Every friend to his country, to himself, and to posterity, is now 

called upon to meet in Faneuil Hall, at nine o’clock, this day, at which time the bells will 

ring, to make a united and successful resistance to this last, worst, and most destructive 

measure of administration.” 

 

But as the day went by, and it became clear that a popular uprising was not going to come 

about, a vote was taken at 5 o’clock to cancel the 9 o’clock meeting, which all voted in 

favor of. 

 

Another plan was decided upon. 

 

It unfolded on the evening of December 16, 1773. 

 

On that night, in Boston’s Green Dragon Tavern, which was actually in the basement of 

the building, while the upper rooms were used for meetings, weddings, and parties, 

between 100 and 150 men met, all Masons, whose identity was hidden, not only from the 

public, but apparently also from one another. 

 

Not only that, but each participant was sworn to secrecy for the next 50 years. 

 

They were all disguised as Native Americans for that evening’s undertaking. 

 

Incidentally, in 1764, the Green Dragon Tavern was purchased by the Masons of St. 

Andrews Lodge for use as their hall, but it remained a tavern in daily public use thereafter. 

 

It had also become the meeting place for The Sons of Liberty, Boston Committee of 

Correspondence, and the North End Caucus, whose members were all linchpins and 

coordinators of the revolutionary movement, such as Sam and John Adams. 

 

All of these groups, of course, were Judeo-Freemasonic creations. 

 

By the way, it was from the Green Dragon Tavern that Dr. Joseph Warren sent Paul 

Revere on the celebrated alarm ride to Lexington, carrying with him a coded message to 

John Hancock. 

 

Also, in January of 1788, a meeting of the mechanics and artisans of Boston was held at 

the Green Dragon Tavern, and there passed a series of resolutions urging the importance 

of adopting the Federal Constitution that was then pending before a Convention of 

delegates from different parts of the State. 

 

So, as you can see, the whole founding of the United States revolved around Judeo-

Freemasonry. 

 

Anyway, after being given their instructions, the disguised Masons left the Green Dragon 



and headed for the wharf where the East India Company ships were docked. 

 

To understand what happened next, let’s turn to a very interesting and mostly unknown 

rare book. 

 

In 1834, a book entitled Retrospect of the Boston Tea Party with a Memoir of George R. 

T. Hewes, a Survivor of the Little Band of Patriots Who Drowned the Tea in Boston 

Harbor in 1773. 

 

In it, Hewe, as the title implies, gives a fascinating first-hand account of how the Tea Party 

played out--the only such account known to have survived to our day. 

 

One of the many telling points he relates in this book is as follows: 

 

“In about three hours from the time we went on board, we had thus broken and thrown 

overboard every tea chest to be found in the ship, while those in the other ships were 

disposing of the tea in the same way, at the same time.  We were surrounded by British 

armed ships, but no attempt was made to resist us.” 

 

What??? 

 

Surrounded by British warships, but nothing was done to stop this “crime,” which went on 

for about 3 hours? 

 

How could this be, unless the whole thing was staged the Brits were carrying out stand-

down orders? 

 

Hewes also went on to say of this famous night: 

 

“No disorder took place during that transaction, and it was observed at that time that the 

stillest night ensued that Boston had enjoyed for many months.” 

 

So there you have it. 

 

This was just like the Russian Revolution, where workers were oppressed by Jewish 

supremacist overlords, and yet were sold the lie, at the hand of those same Jewish 

overlords, that rising up against the Czar would set them free from their plight. 

 

But the end result, of course, placed them in a far worse situation. 

 

And indeed, just look at the situation we’re in today, as a result of allowing Jewish 

supremacists to call all the shots in this country, from day one! 

 


